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WPI swimmers still going strong
by Kim  Kuzmitski 
and Joe Pappadia
As the swim season comes to a 
climax, the W PI men’s and women’s 
teams performed extraordinarily 
well, despite the fact they were win- 
less this week. Many best times were 
swam with the star swimmers of the 
week being Andy Owen and Miklos 
Kiss for the men and Becky Griffith 
and Kim Kuzmitski for the women. 
The men swam admirely against 
Southeastern Massachusetts Univer­
sity despite the fact that several of the 
men were ill, with the final outcome 
being 65-50. In the 1000 free best 
times were done by both Miklos Kiss, 
taking first, and Joe Pappadia. Next in
the 200 free, Andy Owen, who is 
recovering from an injury, did a per­
sonal best while winning the event. 
Then in the 160 IM, both B ill Howey 
and Andy Reed performed best times. 
In the 200 fly, Scott Korol took second 
while doing a personal best. Next in 
the 100 free B ill Howey was victori­
ous. In the 200 backstroke, Andy 
Owen did his second personal best of 
the day while finishing second. The 
strength of the distance crew was 
shown once again as Jeff Link and 
Miklos Kiss, the eventual winner, 
both performed personal bests. Then 
Andy Reed performed his second best 
time of the day while finishing third in 
the 200 breast. The men then finished 
the meet on a high note as the free
relay team of Ben Gray, Andy Owen, 
Mark Borek, and Brian Sylvester 
destroyed the competition.
The women’s first meet of the 
week was against an overpowering 
Southeastern Massachusetts Univer­
sity team. The highlights of the next 
meet included a 1-2 sweep of the 100 
freestyle, Kim Kuzmitski and Jenn 
Tobin, respectively and several per­
sonal best times, Becky Griffith had 
personal bests in the 200 and 500 
freestyle. Mindy Neligon swam a 
personal best in the 160 IM , while 
Sarah Glow did the same in the 200 
back. Also, Jen Lambert did an im­
pressive time in the 200 breast while 
finishing second.
The women, despite many fine
efforts, finished the week with a loss 
to Regis. After taking second in the 
Medley Relay, Becky Griffith and 
Erin Ryan took second and third re­
spectively in the 1000 free. Next in the 
200 free Cara DellaGuistina did a 
personal best, while finishing third. In 
the 50 back, Mindy Neligon did a 
personal best while finishing second. 
Then Jen Lambert took second by 
performing a personal best in the 50 
breast. In the 50 free, Megan Moore 
did a personal record. Kim Main made 
a great debut in the IM  diving. In the 
100 free, Kim Kuzmitski was victori­
ous while Megan Moore finished 
third. Next, in the 200 back, Mindy 
Neligon, Mary Helen Adair, and
Sarah Glow all performed personal 
bests. Then Jen Lambert swam an 
impressive race in the 200 breast 
while performing a personal best. 
Becky Griffith and Erin Ryan then 
swept the 500 freestyle, taking first 
and second, respectively. Personal 
bests were also done by Cara Del­
laGuistina in the 50 fly and Erin Ryan 
in the 200 IM . The Women then fin­
ished the meet by winning the 400 free 
relay with a team composed of Kim 
Kuzmitski, Jen Lambert, Mindy 
Neligon, and Jenn Tobin.
Both swim teams would like to 
thank Julie Ambrose for her support 
and motivation during the season 
(especially for BEN !)
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SAT’s ruled sex discriminatory
by Stephen Nelson  
Associate Editor
Last Friday, after reviewing the 
evidence, a Federal Judge in New 
York State ruled that the SAT in its 
present form is discriminatory against 
females. The evidence presented was 
labeled as an undeniable indicator of 
the truth of the charges of sex dis­
crimination leveled by the New York 
chapter of the American Civil Liber­
ties Union. The evidence presented 
consisted in part of testimony by ten 
high school students, statistics deal­
ing with male versus female perform­
ance in the classroom and statistics on 
male and female SAT performance
for the past several years. One female 
student interviewed after the ruling 
stated that the tests were biased in 
their emphasis on men in most of the 
reading passages and the inclusion of 
several engineering problems in the 
math sections, an area which she said 
boys go into.
Gradewise there was no indication 
that there should be any difference in 
achievement. Females perform as 
well as, and sometimes better than, 
their male classmates in the class­
room. The statistical evidence pre­
sented showed that there has been an 
ever increasing gap in male vs. female 
performance on the SAT since 1972. 
The gap now stands at approximately
60 points and is expected to continue 
growing unless there are changes in 
the format. One educational expert 
thought that perhaps it was the mul­
tiple choice form of the test itself that 
was a great contributing factor to the 
gap, but he did not elaborate.
The charges were leveled in order 
to change the policies of a New York 
State scholarship program which 
presently awards students money 
based solely on their SAT scores. 
Since Friday’s ruling it has been an­
nounced that the program will now 
base awards on a combination of 
SAT’s and grades. The affects of this 
ruling nationally have yet to be seen.
Stanley Jordan here on Friday
Let’s face it— in today’s world of 
music, a guitarist needs to be some­
thing of a copycat in order to gain 
recognition and respect. I ’m talking 
about guitarists like Steve Vai and Joe 
Satriani who steal Eddie Van Halen 
techniques and Jimmy Page style. It 
occurs to me that most of today’s 
guitarist always want to sound like 
someone else, and not develop a style 
of their own. Luckily, there are musi­
cians like Stanley Jordan that thrive 
on being their own guitarist. Don’t 
believe me? That’s okay, because you 
have the opportunity to witness 
Stanley Jordan live here at W PI—  
FREE FOR W PI COMM UNITY! 
What a deal, eh?
In case you don’t know who 
Stanley Jordan is, he is probably the 
most popular and accomplished 
young jazz guitarist on the scene to­
day. He has revolutionized the art and 
technique of guitar playing with his 
unique two-handed tapping style. 
Almost everyone is familar with the
hackneyed tapping style where a note 
is fretted with the left hand, and the 
right hand “snaps" the same string 
away on the neck, thereby producing 
multi-note effect that sounds really 
fast. But most guitarists use this 
method with no creativity or soul. It’s 
strictly nonsense after a while. Fortu­
nately, Stanley’s method is entirely 
different from the popular technique 
described above. Stanley Jordan frets 
a note with his left hand, and plays 
another separate note with his right 
hand. This “extra” note is not neces­
sarily played to snap the string back, 
but instead is a totally different note, 
like he’s playing a second guitar. That 
is why his songs sound like 2 guitar­
ists playing together, complementing 
each other perfectly. Stanley does not 
limit himself to this one technique— 
he will frequently play 2 different 
guitars at the time, one on a strap, the 
other on a stand in front of him. His 
hands can play 2 different sets of 
chords, or basslines that weave and
interplay with the tune.
Stanley Jordan (no relationship to 
Michael Jordan) has 4 albums to date, 
including the latest “Flying Home.” 
After earning a Bachelor of Arts de­
gree in Music from Princeton Univer­
sity in 1981, he soon recorded his first 
album, “Touch Sensitive,”  released 
on his own Tangent label. Next came 
“ Magic Touch,” logging more than a 
year on Billboard’s Pop and Jazz al­
bum charts. This album earned him 2 
Grammy nominations for Best Jazz- 
Fusion Instrumental Performance, 
Soloist and Best Jazz- Fusion Per­
formance, Vocal or Instrumental. 
Jordan then cranked out another suc­
cessful follow-up album entitled 
“Standards, Volume I.”
The studio is not always Jordan’s 
home. In addition to live perform­
ances throughout the U.S., Europe, 
Japan, Australia, and Brazil, Stanley 
Jordan has appeared on “The Tonight 
Show,” “ Late Night With David 
continued on page 2
The American Red 
Cross receives 
another pint of 
blood during the 
IFC-PanHel 
Blood Drive.
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Academic planning for 
89-90 begins tomorrow
Planning for next year’s classes 
will begin starting tomorrow. You 
should have already received a 
booklet describing different events 
that will be held to help inform you 
about project opportunities for next 
year. Listings of IQP and MQP top­
ics proposed by on- and off-campus 
sponsors are in the booklet, and 
advisors for the projects will be 
available in Harrington Auditorium 
during the Project Fair, from 12:30 - 
3:00 on Wednesday. See the “ W PI 
Projects Program” for complete de­
tails.
Also, Thursday is Advising Ap­
pointment Day. No classes are 
scheduled, so that students have an 
opportunity to visit with their advi­
sors and plan a schedule for next 
year. Such programs as dual majors, 
exchange programs, project centers, 
BS/MS programs and Co-op can be 
discussed at this time also. Distribu­
tion Audits should be received to 
assist you in your planning. Remem­
ber that ID 2050 (formerly ID 3040) 
required for the Washington/Lon­
don/CMS Centers and Ireland Pro­
gram is now acceptable for the So­
cial Science requirement.
When going to see your advisor 
on Wednesday, it would assist both 
you and your advisor if you have 
thought through alternatives in ad­
vance and arrive with a proposed 
plan in hand for initial discussion.
Professor promotes 
peace in Middle East
by Heidi Lundy 
Newspeak S taff
Alvin H. Weiss, Professor of 
Chemical Engineering, returned re­
cently from a 2 week trip to Israel 
sponsored by the American Profes­
sors for Peace in the Middle East. He 
went with 14 other professors from all 
over the nation. They traveled 
through several areas including the 
Golan heights, Jerusalem, and other 
Christian and Jewish Holy sites. They 
heard over 14 speakers and partici­
pated in an all-day conference on the 
matter of increased influence of reli­
gious parties on the political system in 
Israel.
The trip was actually an intense 
study mission that concentrated on 
two issues: the recent Israeli elections 
and the Arab-Israel conflict as ex­
pressed by the Intifada. Intifada is an 
arabian word that means “ shaking the 
parasites off your back.” The group 
met with many key people in the sen­
sitive situation now present in Israel. 
They were addressed by representa­
tives of the military and civil admini­
strations of the West Bank and Gaza, 
and spokesmen for the government.
They talked with important pro­
fessors at Technion, Tel Aviv, He­
brew University and with Israeli and 
West Bank Palestianians. They met 
and talked with members of the 
Knesset and other key political lead­
ers.
Dr. Weiss has assisted in U.S. 
technical assistance programs in the 
U.S.S.R., Hungary, Argentina, Italy, 
China, Brazil, Turkey, Bulgaria, and 
Vietnam. He has authored and co­
authored over 100 papers, recieved 
many awards for his research and is a 
Fellow of the American Institute of 
Chemical Engineers.
He is a member of the American 
Professors for Peace in the Middle 
East (APPM E). APPM E is a campus- 
based organization founded in 1967 to 
study and analyze social, economic, 
and political realities of the Arab/ 
Israeli conflict. The group sponsors 
missions, academic conferences, lec­
ture tours, and local speaking arrange­
ments, books and other scholarly 
material.
Dr. Weiss himself has developed a 
slide show of his journey. It’s called 
“ Perceptions of Israel, the Arabs and 
the Intifada” and invites any persons 
interested in seeing it to contact him.
Scheduling help for Freshmen 
is TONIGHT, 7-10 pm in the 
Lower Wedge
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C World News Briefs
Saturday, Jan uary 28- Polish Solidarity 
leader Walesa said he views the upcoming 
talks with the government “ with optimism.”
The new Yugoslavian prime minister said 
that all socialist policies have failed and that 
pursuing free market policies was essesntial.
There is controversy arising over a planned
5 foot deep ditch on the US Mexican border 
near San Diego. The ditch is intended to keep 
illegal immigrants and drugs out of the US.
Sunday, January 29- Penthouse magazine 
reported that the Rev. Jimmy Swaggart had 
another affair. Swaggart’s attorney denied the 
charges.
Former Secretary of Defense McNamara 
said that 270,000 Soviet and Cuban troops 
were ready for war with the US during the 
Cuban missile crisis, and that one third of all 
Soviet nuclear warheads were on Cuba.
Monday, January 30- Joel Stienburg was 
convicted of manslaughter in the famous child 
abuse case. He was found not guilty on charges 
of 2nd degree murder.
Bruce Kimball, former US Olympic diver, 
was sentenced to 17 years in jail for drunk 
driving.
Jimmy Swaggart denied the charges of 
sexual misconduct by Penthouse magazine and 
said “ My ministry is as clean as the blood of 
Jesus Christ.”
The US embassy in Afghanistan officially 
closed because of fears that there will be in­
creased fighting in Kabul after the Soviets 
complete their withdrawal.
In Alaska, a Canadian C-130 crashed kill­
ing 8 and injuring 10. Alaska has been hit with 
record low temperatures, it was as cold as -76 
degrees F, with a windchill of -96 degrees F.
A doctor at the National Institute of Health 
is genetically mutating cells and replanting 
them in patients of muscular sclerosis in hopes 
they will be cured.
Global motors, Yugo’s distributor, filed 
for bankruptcy.
Tuesday, January 31- A Soviet military 
officer said that the Soviet Union would not fly 
sorties from the Soviet Union to Afghanistan 
after the pullout is complete.
Secretary of Defense designate John Tower 
faced charges of drinking and womanizing in 
front of the Senate Armed Services committee.
Wednesday, February 1- Secretary of De­
fense designate John Tower denied he had a 
drinking problem.
Vice President Quayle went to Venezuela 
to see the new President’s inauguration, and 
then went to El Salvador.
Soviet Foreign Minister Sheverdnadze 
went to the People’s Republic of China to set 
up a summit.
In December, the Leading Economic Indi­
cators (LE I), the key forecast for the future, 
went up 0.6%.
Thursday, February 2- In E l Salvador, 
Dan Quayle criticized former president Jimmy 
Carter for “ complicating matters.” Carter met 
with Nicaraguan dictator Daniel Ortega and 
said sanctions should be implemented against 
the US backed government in El Salvador.
A Swedish prototype of the new JAS-39 
Viggen fighter crashed.
Americans are on their way to clean up an 
Argentine oil spill off the coast of Antarctica. 
The spill is hurting penguin breeding grounds.
Ronald Reagan may appear in a movie 
“ Thumbs Up” to play himself in a story about 
his former Press Secretary James Brady who 
was shot by John Hinckley.
Friday, January 3- The Space Shuttle Dis­
covery was moved to the launch pad for lift off 
in the middle of March.
Bush says he will have a plan for Savings 
and Loans next week.
White House sources said there is no plan 
to withdrawal the nomination of Tower as 
Secretary of Defense.
In Paraguay, Gen. Rodriguez came to 
power in a bloodless coup. He says Paraguay 
is on a road to Democracy.
Afghanistan President Najibulla said his 
regime will survive after the Soviet’s pullout. 
The Soviets shot and wounded a French jour­
nalist.
Last month, 400,000 new jobs were cre­
ated, but employment rose .1% to 5.4% be­
cause more people started to look for new jobs.
Ski team looking at playoffs
The W PI Men’s and Women’s Alpine Ski 
teams traveled to Ascutney for their third race 
of the season. The men’s team achieved con­
siderable success placing first in slalom beat­
ing their nearest competitor by over 57 sec­
onds, the usual margin being approximately 
one second between first and second place. 
W PI has strong finishes from Burritt Haag 
(4th), Jeff Rozak (8th), Glenn Virball (14th), 
Andy Alasso (18th), and Jeff McLane (21st).
The women’s team also had a highlight: Karen 
Tegan came in 10th place giving her league 
points for the season.
The men’s team is now tied for 5th place 
with Green Mountain College in overall league 
standings. There are two more races remaining 
in the season in order for the team to move into 
fourth place. The top four teams go to New 
Englands on February 26 and 27 at Waterville 
Valley, N.H.
Continued from page 1
Jordan coming to WPI
Letterman” and “The Merv Griffith Show.” 
The list goes on. Stanley has also made a movie 
debut in the Blake Edwards movie “Blind 
Date,”  which starred Bruce W illis and Kim 
Basinger. Sorry, I missed that one, Stanley.
At this point, Stanley is finally playing with 
his own band, whether it be in the road or in the 
studio.
This Stanley Jordan concert is part of the 
all-week annual Jazz Worcester Festival that 
includes workshops, concerts by world- fa­
mous musicians appearing at Worcester col­
leges and concert halls. Last year the lineup at
W PI included Dizzy Gillespie and Clark Terry.
Concert Info: Bring your W PI ID to Har­
rington Auditorium on February 10th at 8:30 
p.m. and you get in free. The general public has 
out to fork out $4.00 for tickets, which are 
available at the Daniels Ticket Booth.
ANotefromTheFeddler
Undere [ass men
For those of you who haven't ordered a yearbook 
yet, we are still accepting orders.
Watch your Sox. this wee^ifor an order form. If  
you don’t get an order form and wish to purchase 
a copy of the Peddler please drop us a note at ‘Bo^ c
5488.
The deadline for purchasing a copy is 
February 17, 1989.
Seniors
yearbook  ^ Associates will be on campus again netf weefa 
Feburary l&h and 17th, to tafe Senior ‘Pictures.
Sign ups for shootings w ill be 
February 9, 10, and 13 
from lim M  to 3P9d in the Wedge.
There will be a sitting fee of $6.00, payable when 
you have your sitting.
(Please note that ‘The Peddler is not accepting photos 
from photographers other than yearbook Associates. 
This is due to problems in printing when different 
photo formats are used, thanks.
T R A N S C E N D E N T A L  M E D I T A T I O N
r r  n ow  w hat you are 
and act from your
full poten tia l:
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi 
I nundrr d  ihr Traimrn- 
di-ntal Meditation program
T M develop*, creativity 
and broad com­
prehension My 
ability to solve 
complex prob­
lems has 
improved 
significantly "
T ranscenden tal Medita­
tion brings the 
wisdom of the 
ages into modem 
day life It's a 
practical tech 
mque for unfold­
ing the mind's 
full potential
-loton Ha^Mran. M). (hni . rWpwv 
rnrt* ai PWkotofht
I ’lUWflHVol
tmifcvtllr
T M is a posi­tive addi 
non to life that 
makes people feel 
better anout 
themselves TM 
helps you to be 
calmer, improves 
vour outlook, and 
helps you study."
\n>rlj (hangr.
O nce you stan TM. 
you have more of 
what every col­
lege student 
needs—peace of 
mind You find 
yourself on top of 
things and in 
control of every­
day situations"
T M has done more for 
my intellectual 
development 
than any other 
course that I've 
taken."
HaffcniM Lynn 
Hottrr. rh IV candt 
date in litcmim-. Hat- 
»a*d lialvmiiVi IA.,
UCLA.
W hat Is TM?
TM  is a simple, natural, easily-leamed mental 
technique that is practiced for 15 to 20 
minutes twice daily sitting comfortably in a 
chair with eyes closed. During TM , the mind 
enjoys a settled state of inner wakefulness, 
pure consciousness, while the body gains a 
unique state of deep rest. The T M  program, 
founded 30 years ago by Maharishi Mahesh 
Yogi, is a practical technique. It docs not re­
quire any specific beliefs or lifestyle.
Eighteen Years of Research
More than 350 scientific studies conducted in 
the past 18 years at 160 independent research 
institutions have shown that TM  benefits all 
areas of life: mind, body, behavior, and en­
vironment.
T M  L E C T U R E
TM  C EN TER 363 S A L IS B U R Y  ST  
W ED  FEB  8™ 7:30 PM  
W ED  FEB  22nd 7:30 PM
CALL 753-1332 POR MORE INFORMATION
Amrrxjn Am kMHuo Km Miii i ducai w«i All rwh<> nnmvd 
TiMKrntrmal MrOtMon' «ndTM* «n tr nuiki ihr Vta-rtJ I'Un 
Iwiuiivr Owniil- United Vllo a •»«pndtt rdwMNMiai •■rtannaim 
n a <rmce mart uf MahanUi. Inirmaim«u I UnmMt
Soccomm
presents
ts it murder or is n F/X
V ft means
Wed, Feb 8th 
8:00 pm 
Gompei's 
FREE
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Are you coming out TOO?
by the Lesbian and Gay Alliance
For the readers who are just beginning with 
this discussion, some summary is in order: 
Society, as a collective whole, states that 
being gay is wrong, and any gay man sometime 
in childhood buys into this judgement of him­
self. He begins to hide his feelings, to deny his 
true self, to fake feelings for the opposite sex, 
and avoids considering himself to be gay be­
cause he does not wish to be a social undesir­
able. The gay man will state that he is in fact 
heterosexual, and will truly believe himself so. 
However, underneath the denial remains a man 
that is, and has always been, attracted to other 
men. Only when a man honestly looks at him­
self can he discover he is gay.
And the gay man “ comes out.”
“Coming out”  is a powerful phrase to a gay 
man. It is a time which marks the ending of the 
lies and denial, and the beginning of trust, 
hope, and appreciation for himself as a person. 
Some men can pinpoint the exact day they 
came out, and many remember the sequence of 
events that led up to this time. A gay man who 
has come out is free to experience for himself
what he has only seen others experience, spe­
cifically the love of another person, and the joy 
of being himself.
The phrase “coming out” was adopted by 
the lesbian and gay community more than 
fifteen years ago in an attempt to describe the 
emotional process a woman or man undergoes 
in coming to terms with the fact that she or he 
is lesbian or gay. Coming out starts small, first 
by telling yourself that you are gay and over­
coming your own personal fears of what being 
gay means. A gay man learns of the gay stere­
otype, and from an early age believes it to be 
true. The stereotype is not positive, as few 
stereotypes are, and conflicts with what a gay 
man sees himself as being. No one wants to be 
identified as being stereotypical, and a gay 
man is no different. The gay man will eventu­
ally confront the stereotype with knowledge of 
himself, and realize that he is not bound by the 
stereotypes of homosexuality.
Coming out does not happen over-night, 
however. Some gay men can remember being 
aware of feeling different as far back as age 5 
or 6, but do not come out until their late 
twenties or later. Other men first become
Wrestlers win seventh straight
by Roger Burleson 
Sports Editor
Anyone who has free time tonight and 
access to a vehicle just might want to take a ride 
down to the Coast Guard Academy in New 
London, CT because tonight it is the annual 
battle between W PI and Coast Guard. W PI 
comes into the meet ranked number 1 in Divi­
sion III and 18th nationally Division III. They 
have also won seven straight and won a 11-0 
record. They also just took care of a strong M IT 
team by a score of 36-8. Although Coast Guard 
comes in ranked 8 in Division III New Eng­
land, this meet has always been close and 
physical in past years.
Earlier in the week M IT came to W PI 
hoping for a win. Instead they dropped in the 
ranks by losing 36-8. W PI jumped out to a 12-
0 lead when Rick Maguire (118) and Todd
Wyman (126) took forfeits at their weight 
classes. Tom Syammaro took a victory at 134 
by winning by a score of 7-3. At 142, Chris 
Carey wrestled to a 4-4 tie. At 150, an emo­
tional Dave Sunderland pinned his opponent 
eleven seconds into the second period. All- 
American Brian Glatz remained undefeated at 
167 (11-0) by winning by a score of 9-0. Jeff 
Graveline wrestled at 117 and won by a score 
of 8-2. Freshman Aaron Castellano got the 
final points for WPI on the night when he 
pinned his opponent 4:54 into the match.
W PI will not return to home until February 
15, when they wrestle Bridgewater State and 
Curry College in their final match of the sea­
son. They will then prepare for New England in 
hopes of regaining the New England Champi­
onship. They have won twice before in 1984 
and 1987. Last year W PI finished fourth.
GDI Column J
by Troy Nielsen 
Newspeak Staff
Welcome to the first ever GDI column. We 
wanted to be in the Greek comer but God 
Damn, I believe, is not in the Greek alphabet. 
Plus, we are too good to be associated with the 
Geek comer.
Hell Week (every week) was really brutal 
this year, with lots of hazing and that kind of 
stuff. Check out this toture if you thought 
sheep and FU I activities are bad...
1) You can not leave your room under any 
circumstances— unless you have go to some­
where.
2) You have to wear a suit for the whole 
week to pretend that you are sharp-looking or 
something. Of course, if you don’t want to 
wear a suit— don’t.
3) You can’t eat anything unless you are 
hungry or bored or “ Blake’s Seven” is on. 
That’s Sunday night at 11:00 on channel 2. No, 
we don’t have cable down at the house. The 
house? The house is anywhere a GDI is at the 
moment. Hey Donga? Going down to the 
House?
4) You have to know alot of Star Trek 
information. This is my area of weakness. I 
must confess, I did not who Leonard Nemoy 
was a few weeks back.
5) The fifth rule is optional— whatever 
rules you think best.
Remember: GDI hates its pledges...and we 
hate you too.
Just because the Limbosaur is buried, 
doesn’t mean that his power is abated— even 
though Plant Services finally removed his 
tombstone.
W PI— where the Greeks are Geeks, the 
Women are ugly, and the sheep are nervous.
Live Long and Prosper!
$.50 OFF I
every record, tape, or CD 
with coupon
YOUR ALTERNATIVE SOURCE FOR NEW, 
USED, AND IMPORTED LP’S, TAPES, AND CD'S
ALB UMS
438 Pleasant S t, Wore.
HOURS: 
M,TU 10-6 
W, TH, F 10-9 
1M-3657 SAT 10-8
aware of differences in early adolescence, and 
come out before High School graduation. Still 
other gay men go through adolescence, High 
School, go to Freshman year of college, expe­
rience several heterosexual relationships dur­
ing this time, and then come out. Still other gay 
men marry, have children, and come out after 
several years of marriage. There is no recipe to 
follow to come out, just the gay man and Father 
Time. You come out when your gay inner self 
is ready to surface, and not before. Even then 
some gay men will never come out.
For any person there is no opting for one 
sexual orientation over another, it just is. A gay 
man has the same experience: no choice. If 
anything, any sexual orientation is a combina­
tion of environmental and genetic factors. 
Neither can be singled out as the cause, since 
both are heavily intertwined and neither can be 
controlled. Nor can you change what already 
is. The only possible choice that arises, how­
ever, is whether to accept or deny what you do 
discover.
The problem with deciding to express a 
different sexuality than your own natural one, 
however, is that you continue to fake what is 
not there. Since emotions and feelings cannot 
be transplanted, denial is a vague hope to 
become what you will never be. A gay man 
does not have the same erotic feelings that 
heterosexual man does because he did not grow 
up with such feelings. When a gay man realizes 
these points, the stronger desire to be one’s self 
replaces the desire to be heterosexual.
The next step is accepting that being at­
tracted to other men is not wrong. This is no
easy task. Prior to coming out you believe your 
homoerotic feelings are wrong, and you keep 
them buried. Now even though you have come 
out and are beginning to address your feelings, 
they are not fully present. Your true feelings 
are diluted, unfocused, and false ones have 
been constructed. By coming out, you have 
spilt off the false, and are now left with the true. 
However, feelings must be built upon, ex­
plored, and nurtured similar to what a child 
does in growing into adulthood. You cannot go 
instantly from denial to actuality, and unlike a 
child, you are already an adult and sexually 
mature.
For many gay men a first step in building 
upon a developing sense of gay self is to 
discover what being gay means beyond the 
limiting stereotype. For many men, reading 
provides a way to learn, and can be important 
when he does not as yet know anyone else who 
is also gay. A simpler approach for some is to 
finally begin to look at another man, and not 
feel uncomfortable. The first adult gay men’s 
magazine may eventually be purchased, as 
well as other gay lifestyle publications. After a 
time that for some men can last years, the right­
ness of coming out will hit home. You have 
found yourself, and can finally begin to live 
your life and be happy.
During this building process, a gay man 
will eventually reach the point of needing 
others with whom to talk. Fortunately today, 
there are many gay men willing to help, but 
you, yourself, must be willing to ask for help.
And whatever you may feel, you are NOT 
alone in coming out.
Sigma Pi hosts Miracle Mile
(Press Release) - How many quarters do 
you think it would take to make a mile? You 
can find out by going to the Worcester Center 
Galleria on February 25 and 26 when Sigma Pi 
will host its fourth annual MS Miracle Mile to 
benefit the Multiple Sclerosis Society.
From 10 am - 5 pm on Saturday and 12 pm
- 5 pm on Sunday, the brothers of Sigma Pi will 
be offering games of skill and free entertain­
ment including a Karate exhibition for the 
community. Van Wooley, 1988-89 Miracle 
Mile Chairman says, “ the brothers have been 
working very hard coordinating this event. 
They’ve been selling raffle tickets for weeks.” 
These tickets will continue to be sold until 5 pm 
on Sunday when names will be drawn for 
prizes including: A Night on the Town; a Ski 
Package; A $500 Shopping Spree; a Compact 
Disc Player and a Bicycle Package.
Multiple Sclerosis is the most common 
neurological disease of young adults. It affects
people in the prime of life, between the ages of 
20-40. Because it directly affects their age 
group, college students have taken a special 
interest in this devastating disease and as a 
result, Sigma Pi International has made MS 
their national charity. The money raised during 
Miracle Mile weekend will be put towards 
Students Against Multiple Sclerosis (SAM S), 
a national student movement to increase the 
public’s awareness of multiple sclerosis and to 
establish long term fund raising support for the 
National Multiple Sclerosis Society.
If you would like to help the MS Society 
and Sigma Pi in their efforts to fight multiple 
sclerosis, then join us at the Worcester Center 
Galleria on February 25 and 26. Any W PI club 
or organization wishing to provide entertain­
ment in the Galleria during the weekend event, 
please contact Van Wooley at 756-1675 or box 
1539.
Basketball over Trinity 82-74
by Melinda Nadeau 
Newspeak S taff
After losing two games this past week, the 
Engineers made a great comeback with their 
win over Trinity College, Thursday night. W PI 
broke Trinity’s six-game winning streak by a 
score of 82-74. The Engineers came from
behind in the first half to a three point lead by 
half time. Despite Trinity’s effort, they held 
their lead to win the game.
Jeff Ayotte led the team with 21 points, 
followed by Mark Czerepusko with 18 points, 
and Tom Bartolomei with 17 points.
The Engineers next game is Saturday at the 
Coast Guard Academy.
Aa important org&niz&tiofltil meeting for D term intratnurais will takt place on 
February 14th at 4:30 in Coach Masaeco’s office la Alumni Gym. Aayoae wt*o 
wishes to have a fa title following sports: softball, floor hockey, track, water 
polo, twmfa should have a representative present.
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Are you coming out TOO?
by the Lesbian and Gay Alliance
For the readers who are just beginning with 
this discussion, some summary is in order:
Society, as a collective whole, states that 
being gay is wrong, and any gay man sometime 
in childhood buys into this judgement of him 
self. He begins to hide his feelings, to deny Ins 
true self, to fake feelings for the opposite sex, 
and avoids considering himself to be gay be­
cause he does not wish to be a social unde.sir 
able. The jiay man will state that he is in fact 
heterosexual, and will truly believe himself so. 
However, underneath the denial remains a man 
that is, and has always been, attracted to other 
men. Only when a man honestly looks at him­
self can he discover he is gay.
And the gay man “comes out."
“Coming out" is a powerful phrase to a gay 
man. It is a time which marks the ending of the 
lies and denial, and the beginning of trust, 
hope, and appreciation for himself as a person. 
Some men can pinpoint the exact day they 
came out. and many remember the sequence of 
events that led up to this time. A gay man who 
has come out is free to experience for himself
what he has only seen others experience, spe­
cifically the love of another [»erson, and the joy 
of being himself.
The phrase “ coming out” was adopted by 
the lesbian and gay community more than 
fifteen years ago in an attempt to describe the 
emotional process a woman or man undergoes 
in coming to terms w ith the fact that she or he 
is lesbian or gay. Coming out starts small, first 
by telling yourself that you are gay and over­
coming your own personal fears of what being 
gay means. A gay man learns of the gay stere­
otype. and from an early age believes it to be 
true. The stereotype is not positive, as few 
stereotypes are, and conflicts with what a gay 
man sees himself as being. No one wants to be 
identified as being stereotypical, and a gay 
man is no different. The gay man will eventu­
ally confront the stereotype with knowledge of 
himself, and realize that he is not bound by the 
stereotypes of homosexuality.
Coming out does not happen over night, 
however. Some gay men can remember being 
aware of feeling different as far back as age 5 
or 6, but do not come out until their late 
twenties or later. Other men first become
Wrestlers win seventh straight
by Roger Burleson 
Sports Editor
Anyone who has free time tonight and 
access to a vehicle just might want to take a ride 
down to the Coast Guard Academy in New 
London, CT because tonight it is the annual 
battle between W PI and Coast Guard. W PI 
comes into the meet ranked number I in D ivi­
sion III and 18th nationally Division 111. They 
have also won seven straight and won a 11-0 
record. They also just took care of a strong M IT 
team by a score of 36-8. Although Coast Guard 
comes in ranked 8 in Division III New Eng­
land, this meet has always been close and 
physical in past years.
Earlier in the week M IT came to W PI 
hoping for a win. Instead they dropped in the 
ranks by losing 36-8. WPI jumped out to a 12-
0 lead when Rick Maguire (118) and Todd
Wyman (126) took forfeits at their weight 
classes. Tom Syammaro took a victory at 134 
by winning by a score of 7-3. At 142, Chris 
Carey wrestled to a 4-4 tie. At 150, an emo­
tional Dave Sunderland pinned his opponent 
eleven seconds into the second period. All- 
American Brian Glat/ remained undefeated at 
167 (11-0) by winning by a score of 9-0. Jeff 
Graveline wrestled at 117 and won by a score 
of 8-2. Freshman Aaron Castellano got the 
final points for W PI on the night when he 
pinned his opponent 4:54 into the match.
W PI will not return to home until February 
15, when they wrestle Bridgewater State and 
Curry College in their final match of the sea­
son. They will then prepare for New England in 
hopes of regaining the New England Champi­
onship. They have won twice before in 1984 
and 1987. Last year W PI finished fourth.
c GDI Column J
by Troy Nielsen 
Newspeak Staff
Welcome to the first ever GDI column. We 
wanted to be in the Greek comer but God 
Damn, I believe, is not in the Greek alphabet. 
Plus, we are too good to be associated with the 
Geek comer.
Hell Week (every week) was really brutal 
this year, with lots of hazing and that kind of 
stuff. Check out this toture if you thought 
sheep and F IJI activities are bad...
1) You can not leave your room under any 
circumstances—unless you have go to some­
where.
2) You have to wear a suit for the whole 
week to pretend that you are sharp-looking or 
something. Of course, if you don’t want to 
wear a suit— don’t.
3) You can’t eat anything unless you are 
hungry or bored or “ Blake's Seven" is on. 
That’s Sunday night at 11:00 on channel 2. No, 
we don’t have cable down at the house. The 
house? The house is anywhere a GDI is at the 
moment. Hey Donga? Going down to the 
House?
4) You have to know alot of Star Trek 
information. This is my area of weakness. I 
must confess, I did not who Leonard Nemoy 
was a few weeks back.
5) The fifth rule is optional—whatever 
rules you think best.
Remember: GDI hates its pledges...and we 
hate you too.
Just because the Limbosaur is buried, 
doesn't mean that his power is abated—even 
though Plant Services finally removed his 
tombstone.
W PI— where the Greeks are Geeks, the 
Women are ugly, and the sheep are nervous.
Live Long and Prosper!
- f c -
[" *.50 OFF "]
every record, tape, or CD 
with coupon
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USED, AND IMPORTED LP’S, TAPES, AND CD S
ALBUM'S
438 Pleasant St, Wore.
HOURS: 
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aware of differences in early adolescence, and 
come out before High School graduation. Still 
other gay men go through adolescence. High 
School, go to Freshman year of college, expe­
rience several heterosexual relationships dur­
ing this time, and then come out. Still other gay 
men marry, have children, and come out after 
several years of marriage. There is no recipe to 
follow to come out, just the gay man and Father 
Time. You come out when your gay inner self 
is ready to surface, and not before. Even then 
some gay men will never come out.
For any person there is no opting for one 
sexual orientation over another, it just is. A gay 
man has the same experience: no choice. If 
anything, any sexual orientation is a combina­
tion of environmental and genetic factors. 
Neither can be singled out as the cause, since 
both are heavily intertwined and neither can be 
controlled. Nor can you change what already 
is. The only possible choice that arises, how­
ever. is whether to accept or deny what you do 
discover.
The problem with deciding to express a 
different sexuality than your own natural one, 
however, is that you continue to fake what is 
not there. Since emotions and feelings cannot 
be transplanted, denial is a vague hope to 
become what you will never be. A gay man 
does not have the same erotic feelings that 
heterosexual man does because he did not grow 
up with such feelings. When a gay man realizes 
these points, the stronger desire to be one’s self 
replaces the desire to be heterosexual.
The next step is accepting that being at­
tracted to other men is not wrong. This is no
easy task. Prior to coming out you believe your 
homoerotic feelings are wrong, and you keep 
them buried. Now even though you have come 
out and are beginning to address your feelings, 
they are not fully present. Your true feelings 
are diluted, unfocused, and false ones have 
been constructed. By coming out, you have 
spilt off the false, and are now left with the true. 
However, feelings must be built upon, ex­
plored, and nurtured similar to what a child 
does in growing into adulthood. You cannot go 
instantly from denial to actuality, and unlike a 
child, you are already an adult and sexually 
mature.
For many gay men a first step in building 
upon a developing sense of gay self is to 
discover what being gay means beyond the 
limiting stereotype. For many men, reading 
provides a way to learn, and can be important 
when he does not as yet know anyone else who 
is also gay. A simpler approach for some is to 
finally begin to look at another man, and not 
feel uncomfortable. The first adult gay men’s 
magazine may eventually be purchased, as 
well as other gay lifestyle publications. After a 
time that for some men can last years, the right­
ness of coming out will hit home. You have 
found yourself, and can finally begin to live 
your life and be happy.
During this building process, a gay man 
will eventually reach the point of needing 
others with whom to talk. Fortunately today, 
there are many gay men willing to help, but 
you, yourself, must be willing to ask for help.
And whatever you may feel, you are NOT 
alone in coming out.
Sigma Pi hosts Miracle Mile
(Press Release) - How many quarters do 
you think it would take to make a mile? You 
can find out by going to the Worcester Center 
Galleria on February 25 and 26 when Sigma Pi 
will host its fourth annual MS Miracle Mile to 
benefit the Multiple Sclerosis Society.
From 10 am - 5 pm on Saturday and 12 pm
- 5 pm on Sunday, the brothers of Sigma Pi will 
be offering games of skill and free entertain­
ment including a Karate exhibition for the 
community. Van Wooley. 1988-89 Miracle 
Mile Chairman says, “ the brothers have been 
working very hard coordinating this event. 
They've been selling raffle tickets for weeks.” 
These tickets will continue to be sold until 5 pm 
on Sunday when names will be drawn for 
prizes including: A Night on the Town; a Ski 
Package; A $500 Shopping Spree; a Compact 
Disc Player and a Bicycle Package.
Multiple Sclerosis is the most common 
neurological disease of young adults. It affects
people in the prime of life, between the ages of 
20-40, Because it directly affects their age 
group, college students have taken a special 
interest in this devastating disease and as a 
result. Sigma Pi International has made MS 
their national charity. The money raised during 
Miracle Mile weekend will be put towards 
Students Against Multiple Sclerosis (SAMS), 
a national student movement to increase the 
public’s awareness of multiple sclerosis and to 
establish long term fund raising support for the 
National Multiple Sclerosis Society.
If you would like to help the MS Society 
and Sigma Pi in their efforts to fight multiple 
sclerosis, then join us at the Worcester Center 
Galleria on February 25 and 26. Any W PI club 
or organization wishing to provide entertain­
ment in the Galleria during the weekend event, 
please contact Van Wooley at 756-1675 or box 
1539.
Basketball over Trinity 82-74
by Melinda Nadeau 
Newspeak Staff
After losing two games this past week, the 
Engineers made a great comeback with their 
win over Trinity College, Thursday night. W PI 
broke Trinity’s six-game winning streak by a 
score of 82-74. The Engineers came from
behind in the first half to a three point lead by 
half time. Despite Trinity’s effort, they held 
their lead to win the game.
Jeff Ayotte led the team with 21 points, 
followed by Mark Czerepusko with 18 points, 
and Tom Bartolomei with 17 points.
The Engineers next game is Saturday at the 
Coast Guard Academy.
An important organizational meeting for D term intramurals will take place on 
February 14th at 4:30 in Coach Masucco’s office in Alumni Gym. Anyone who 
wishes to have a team in the following sports: softball, floor hockey, track, water 
polo, and tennis should have a representative present
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Let's Set it Straight...
- J
by Troy Nielsen 
Newspeak Staff
Something has been coming up over and 
over again at this campus as far as the jazz 
bands the go. It may not seem like a big deal 
to most, but for someone who devotes time to 
these bands and advertises the W PI music 
programs to prospective students as well as 
spreading the general euphoria of W PI to other 
schools, it is. What is irking the jazz depart­
ment is the fact that 99% of the W PI commu­
nity has no idea how good the jazz music 
groups here are.
There are 4 (count 'em) jazz groups on 
campus here at W PI. The only other school in 
the area that could boast this same number 
would probably be Berklee College of Music, 
Boston University. And the other thing about 
the groups is that they include excellent mu­
sicians and have no problem playing a double 
bill with professional musicians.
Let’s start with the best of the 4 groups, the 
W PI Stage Band. This is the cream of the crop 
as far as jazz musicians at W PI goes. Each 
year, W PI is lucky enough to obtain techni­
cally-minded students that are also excellent 
musicians. The Stage Band boasts a handful of 
musicians that made All-State in high school. 
The Stage Band was invited to play locations 
in Europe last year and “ wowed" the Europe­
ans. Also, for 2 years running, Mechanics Hall 
in downtown Worcester has asked the band 
play in the Brown Bag series. This is phe­
nomenal considering that the series pulls in 
world-famous groups to play in downtown 
Worcester.
The next group is the W PI Jazz Ensemble, 
which is a small group of 4 homs and rhythm 
section. This ensemble can perform 
anything from 40’s bop to 80’s avante-garde 
music. The music also relies on improvisa­
tion. A lot of people can play “jazz” , but 
improvising is a foreign world to them. The 
complex tunes the ensemble plays requires 
advanced knowledge of improvising.
The third group is the W PI Jazz Workshop. 
This group consists of up-and-coming musi­
cians getting jazz fundamentals in a workshop 
atmosphere. Director Rich Falco (who directs 
all 4 of the groups) teaches the group so that 
these players can keep up the tradition of a top- 
notch Stage Band. It’s a tremendous learning 
experience for the people who participate. The 
Workshop (which is playing in the Gompei’s 
Coffeehouse on Feb. 9—check it out) is for 
practicing W PI jazz musicians to polish up on 
their improvising and playing techniques.
The last group is slightly obscure because 
of this group doesn’t gig around that much. 
This group is the W PI Saxophone Quartet (or 
Ensemble if there’s more than 4). This is for 
advanced saxophonists only because the tunes 
picked for this group are incredibly difficult. I 
would consider this group the honor society for 
W PI jazz saxophonists.
Director Rich Falco is the catalyst for jazz 
on campus. He has handled ail of these groups 
for many years. Directing these groups is not 
his only occupation, mind you. He also is the 
President of the Worcester Jazz Society, guitar 
instructor at Clemente Music Studios down­
town, practicing musician, and performer in 
the central Massachusetts area.
Taking all of this into consideration it is 
amazing that W PI is so reluctant to give us 
money for N ECESSARY items like music 
stands and a baritone saxophone to replace the 
school-owned one that was crushed on the 
flight to Europe last year. In turn, I think that 
W PI should be thankful that Rich and the bands 
devote so much effort to make these groups 
happen and attract students to join W PI over 
similar tech schools.
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We’re on Film
Russell, Reynolds and Romping Through Boston
by Geoff Littlefield  
and Todd Fantz
Geoff: This week, as promised, 
Todd got to choose what we saw. The 
name of the film is Physical Evidence, 
starring Burt Reynolds and Theresa 
Russell. In the story, a Boston cop 
with a history of discipline problems, 
played by Reynolds, is framed for the 
murder of an informant. A public 
defender (Russell), who is sick of 
getting small, unimportant cases, 
takes on Reynolds’ defense. The plot 
revolves around the two of them 
trying to find out who the real killer is 
in an attempt to clear Reynolds. In this 
respect, Physical Evidence smacks a 
bit of the Cher movie Suspect from a 
couple years ago. Anyway, where this 
film succeeded with me is the fact that 
“ who did it”  isn’t really clear until the 
end. Reynolds and Russell are con­
stantly forced to go in different direc­
tions as it appears that their present 
suspect is absolved. Also, Burt Rey­
nolds’ performance was perhaps the 
best I ’ve seen him do. I ’m sure Todd 
has something to say about that.
Todd: Ah, yes! Burt Reynolds, 
that great actor who brought us such 
classics as Cannonball Run I & II, 
Stroker Ace, Best Little Whorehouse 
in Texas, Smokie and the Bandit II, 
Malone and Tough Guy has finally 
realized that his career was getting 
nowhere. He is completely void of the 
standard Burt ego or even the Burt 
smile. He doesn’t even kiss the lead­
ing lady! What’s going on here? 
Could it be a serious attempt at acting 
a part? Yes! It was not an Oscar win­
ning performance, but it was well 
above average. Glad to see the actor 
on the rebound to acting. The movie 
itself got a tad bit confusing in parts 
which may have clouded the suspense 
some, but it was much better than 
Legal Eagles which had a roughly 
similar story line. The other thing I 
enjoyed about this one is that it en­
gaged in some good old yuppie bash­
ing! Yes, the fiancee of Russell’s 
character was a junk bond trading, 
Ferrari driving, egotistical, W.a.s.p. 
s.o.b and she trashed him! Yeah, yeah, 
yeah! What was even better was that 
after she dumped him, I figured this
was Burt’s cue to move in, he did, but 
they didn’t do anything; they didn’t 
even kiss!? Incredible, a movie that 
didn’t have exploitive sex scenes, 
with a plot and a good performance by 
Burt Reynolds, wow. Truly an un­
usual film. Has this restored my faith 
in the film industry? NO, but there is 
always hope. I give Physical Evidence
7 bottles of I.B.C. root beer and a copy 
of Fresh Aire II.
Geoff: Is that good? I guess it must 
be. One interesting part of this movie, 
and I ’m sure Todd agrees with me, 
was that it was shot in Boston. In fact, 
during the movie I kept hearing Todd 
say “ I know where that is!" The con­
fusion that Todd mentioned above, I 
saw as being an extension of the char­
acters own uncertainty as to where the 
case was leading. There were no real 
sure points in the movie until the end 
except for the fact that Russell’s fian­
cee was a twit. As for next time, who 
knows what might be in store. Any­
way, I give Physical Evidence a week 
of days as beautiful as last Wednesday 
(remember that one, kids?) and a safe 
walk through Elm Park with a wom­
bat.
Dial M for Murder story line operating
by Kevin Dahm
The Dial ‘M ’ for Murder call in 
line started last Tuesday and will run 
until the first performance of the play 
next week. Call 831-MMMM every 
day for a new episode in the continu­
ing story of murder, mystery and sus­
pense.
For those of you who are inter­
ested but missed the earlier episodes, 
here’s what’s happened so far:
Tuesday and Wednesday we met 
the characters. Alice Tumbuckle is a 
stereotypical airheaded blonde who is 
oblivious to the fact that four different 
people are trying to kill her. Her hus­
band Tom and the maid Ellie are in 
love and they both want to kill Alice 
so they can run away together and live 
happily ever after. Jarvis, the butler, 
wants to kill Alice for personal rea­
sons; he claims she’s “ always in the 
way.”  Sam McGee, Alice’s lover, 
wants to kill Alice because he thinks 
she’s having an extra extra- marital 
affair with Jarvis. Believe it or not, the 
man who lives next door to the Tum- 
buckles is a priest named John.
Thursday’s episode was an action- 
packed scene in Alice’s bedroom. 
Someone climbed into her room 
through the french windows. The 
closet door opened. A moment later,
someone in the hall opened the bed­
room door. Alice woke up and called 
“ Sam, is that you?”  The door immedi­
ately shut, then opened a few seconds 
later. A scuffle started, and Alice 
cried “ I ’ve got a gun.” Then, there was 
a shot, and the predictable thud of a 
body hitting the floor.
Friday, we were surprised to learn 
that the dead body is not Alice! She 
runs out of the room and finds Tom 
standing in the hall with a gun. A 
moment later, Ellie appeared and 
asked what was happening.
Meanwhile, outside, John and 
Sam met in front of the house. They 
both said they had heard a shot and run
over. John called the police first, and 
very soon help arrived - an officer 
named Inspector Scones. The three 
went inside and met Ellie, Alice, and 
Tom, and we learned that the dead 
person was Jarvis.
Monday the Inspector began ques­
tioning. First he talked to Alice who 
admitted she had fired a shot. She 
claimed Jarvis was trying to strangle 
her. When he asked Tom why he had 
a gun, he said he had taken the gun as 
soon as he heard the shot and gone to 
see if Alice was safe. Sounds a little 
suspicious from a man who’s been
trying to kill Alice, doesn’t it? Call 
today to find out what Sam and Ellie 
have to say about this madness.
The play “ Dial ‘M ’ for Murder’ 
will be performed February 16-18 in 
Alden Hall. Tickets are one dollar. 
The play will be directed by Jeff 
Yoder, Masque’s president, and stars 
William Katzman, Harold MacKier- 
nan, Jennifer Knudsen, Jim White and 
Brian Weissman. Katzman was the 
star of the Maria Watkins Theatre per­
formance of “An Actor’s Nightmare,”  
the other four were all in Masque’s 
last production, “The Foreigner.”
Spectrum presents
EMI RECORDING ARTIST 
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8:30 PM IN HARRINGTON 
FREE TO ALL WPI STUDENTS, FACULTY, & STAFF
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V t're  on Film
Russell, Reynolds and Rompmg fhrouqn Bostonj
hy G eoff Littlefield 
and Todd Font?
Geotl: This week, as promised. 
Todd got to choose what we saw The 
name of the film is Physical Evidence, 
starring Burt Reynolds and Theresa 
Russell. In the story, a Boston cop 
with a history of discipline problems, 
played by Reynolds, is framed for the 
murder of an informant. A public 
defender (Russell), who is sick of 
getting small, unimportant cases, 
takes on Reynolds’ defense. The plot 
revolves around the two of them 
trying to find out who the real killer is 
in an attempt to clear Reynolds. In this 
respect, Physical Evidence smacks a 
bit of the Cher movie Suspect from a 
couple years ago. Anyway, where this 
film succeeded with me is the fact that 
“ who did it'' isn't really clear until the 
end. Reynolds and Russell are con­
stantly forced to go in different direc­
tions as it appears that their present 
suspect is absolved. Also. Burt Rey­
nolds' performance was perhaps the 
best I've seen him do. I'm sure Todd 
has something to say about that.
Todd: Ah. ves! Burt Reynolds, 
that great actor w ho brouglu us such 
classics as Cannonball Run 1 & II, 
Stroker Ace. Best Little Whorehouse 
m Texas, Smokie and the Bandit Ii. 
Malone and Tough Guy has finally 
realized that his career was getting 
nowhere He is completely void of the 
standard Burt ego or even the Burt 
smile. He doesn't even kiss the lead­
ing lady! What’s going on here? 
Could it be a serious attempt at acting 
a part? Yes! It was not an Oscar win­
ning performance, hut it was well 
above average. Glad to see the actor 
on the rebound to acting. The movie 
itself got a tad bit confusing in parts 
which may have clouded the suspense 
some, but it was much better than 
Legal Eagles which had a roughly 
similar story line. The other thing 1 
enjoyed about this one is that it en­
gaged in some good old yuppie bash­
ing! Yes. the fiancee of Russell's 
character was a junk bond trading, 
Ferrari driving, egotistical, W.a.s.p. 
s.o.b and she trashed him! Yeah, yeah, 
yeah! What was even better was that 
after she dumped him, I figured this
was Burt's cue to move in, he did, but 
hey didn’t do anything: they didn't 
even kiss .' Incredible, a movie that 
didn't have exploitive -.ex scenes, 
with a plot and a good performance by 
Burt Reynolds, wow. Truly an un­
usual film Has this restored my faith 
in the film industry? NO, but there is 
always hope 1 give Physical Evidence
7 bottles of I.B.C. root beer and a copy 
of Fresh Aire II
Geoff: Is that good? 1 guess it must 
be. One interesting part of this movie, 
and I'm sure Todd agrees with me, 
was that it was shot in Boston. In fact, 
during the movie I kept hearing Todd 
say “ 1 know where that is!" The con­
fusion that Todd mentioned above, I 
saw as being an extension of the char­
acters own uncertainty as to where the 
case was leading. There were no real 
sure points in the movie until the end 
except for the fact that Russell’s fian­
cee was a twit, As for next time, who 
knows what might be in store. Any­
way, I give Physical Evidence a week 
of days as beautiful as last Wednesday 
(remember that one, kids?) and a safe 
walk through Elm Park with a wom­
bat.
Dial M for Murder story line operating
bv Kevin Dahm
The Dial 'M ’ for Murder call in 
line started last Tuesday and will run 
until the first performance of the play 
next week. Call 831-MMMM every 
day for a new episode in the continu­
ing story of murder, my stery and sus­
pense.
For those of you who are inter­
ested but missed the earlier episodes, 
here's what's happened so far:
Tuesday and Wednesday we met 
the characters. Alice Tumbuckle is a 
stereotypical airheaded blonde who is 
oblivious to the fact that four different 
people are trying to kill her. Her hus­
band Tom and the maid Ellie are in 
love and they both want to kill Alice 
so they can run away together and live 
happily ever after. Jarvis, the butler, 
wants to kill Alice for personal rea­
sons; he claims she’s “ always in the 
way." Sam McGee, Alice's lover, 
wants to kill Alice because he thinks 
she’s having an extra extra- marital 
affair with Jarvis. Believe it or not. the 
man who lives next door to the Tum- 
buckles is a priest named John.
Thursday's episode was an action- 
packed scene in Alice's bedroom. 
Someone climbed into her room 
through the french windows. The 
closet door opened. A moment later.
someone in the hall opened the bed­
room door. Alice woke up and called 
“ Sam, is that you?" The door immedi­
ately shut, then opened a few seconds 
later. A scuffle started, and Alice 
cried “ I ’ve got a gun." Then, there was 
a shot, and the predictable thud of a 
body hitting the floor.
Friday, we were surprised to leam 
that the dead body is not Alice! She 
runs out of the room and finds Tom 
standing in the hall with a gun. A 
moment later, Ellie appeared and 
asked what was happening.
Meanwhile, outside, John and 
Sam met in front of the house. They 
both said they had heard a shot and run
M u s i c  T r i v i a
by Troy Nielsen
Last week i asked you to give me the questions, and I  got some good re­
sponses these past 2 weeks. Here are the rates that stomped me. Thanks for
the responses!
1). Whai Captain Boefheart roadie’s nickname? (I hope I worded that 
right, Chris Roseberry)
2). “Music From Big Pink” refers to what N.Y town?
3). On what date was Paul McCartney pronounced dead? RJ Ramirez
4). What is said at 3 min and 33 sec of "Dark Side of the Moot”?
5). How many years did “Dark Side of the Moon" linger on Billboard’s 
Tap 100 Charts ? Mike Wind
6). U2 created Mother Records to help promote new bands by giving 
them a single—name any of the 7 bands that have recorded cm this label.
Answers
1), Zoot Horn Rollo was Bill Harkleroad’s nickname.
2). West Saugerties, NY
3). November 9, 1966
4). “ If yew can hear this whisper, you are dying."
5), 14 years
6). Hothouse Flowers, In Tua Nua, Cactus World News, Tuesday Blue, 
Operating Theatre, The Painted World, and Subterraneans.
The winner of the contest of the best question goes to Drew Glazier. This 
one will amaze you...
Question:
There was a group a while ago called “Barnes & Barnes*’ that recorded 
“Fishheads" and “Pac Man Fever” One member of the group was 
previously a child actor. What is his name, and what were 2 of his main
roles?
Answer
Bill Mummy was W ill Robinson on “Lost In Space” and Anthony in 
“ft’s A  Good Life,”  a popular Twilight Zone episode
over. John called the police first, and 
very soon help arrived - an officer 
named Inspector Scones. The three 
went inside and met Ellie, Alice, and 
Tom. and we learned that the dead 
person was Jarvis.
Monday the Inspector began ques­
tioning. First he talked to Alice who 
admitted she had fired a shot. She 
claimed Jarvis was try ing to strangle 
her. When he asked Tom why he had 
a gun. he said he had taken the gun as 
soon as he heard the shot and gone to 
see if Alice was safe. Sounds a little 
suspicious from a man who’s been
trying to kill Alice, doesn't it? Call 
today to find out what Sam and Ellie 
have to say about this madness.
The play "Dial ‘M ’ for Murder' 
will be performed February 16-18 in 
Alden Hall. Tickets are one dollar. 
The play will be directed by Jeff 
Yoder, Masque’s president, and stars 
William Katzman, Harold MacKier- 
nan, Jennifer Knudsen, Jim White and 
Brian Weissman. Katzman was the 
star of the Maria Watkins Theatre per­
formance of “ An Actor's Nightmare,’’ 
the other four were all in Masque’s 
last production, “ The Foreigner.”
EMI RECORDING ARTIST 
STANLEY JORDAN 
FRIDAY FEB 1 0th 
8:30 PM IN HARRINGTON 
FREE TO ALL WPI STUDENTS, FACULTY, & STAFF
*4.00 TO
GENERAL PUBLIC 
TICKETS ON SALE NOW! 
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TICKET BOOTH
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EDITORIAL
Understandable English is a necessity
How many classes have you had in which you had a 
hard time understanding the professor or Teaching 
Assistant (TA )? That the difficulty is not that the material 
is hard, but the language spoken in the class is not quite 
English? Your answer depends on your major; some 
departments are much better than others. In the worst 
cases, you have to know ahead of time what the professor 
or TA  is trying to say in order to understand them. In a 
classroom, this is ridiculous. Students are in the class to 
leam new material, and trying to interpret the professor or
TA at the same time is difficult. In these situations, 
students have to leam the material from the textbook 
only. Paying one thousand dollars to leam a subject from 
a fifty dollar textbook is outrageous. A few T A ’s even 
have a hard time understanding questions from students. 
They answer the wrong question, or provide no answers 
at all. One TA gave a solution to a programming 
problem during a conference class. The solution was to 
use a “ Nasty wrecker tie.”  This solution is almost as
tough to figure out as the original problem. The textbook 
soon revealed the solution to be a “ nested record type.” 
Each department must set up a minimum standard for 
English expression and comprehension in addition to 
academic qualifications. A person can be brilliant, but if 
he or she speaks only Greek, he or she is no good as a 
professor or TA in an English speaking school. We as 
students are paying for instruction; otherwise we could 
just buy the texts and study those.
by Alton Reich 
Newspeak Staff
The W PI system is based on the 
premise that it can produce engineers 
that are both technicaly literate and 
ethical. The idea behind this is that 
if a person knows something about the 
aspects of life and the world around 
her that have nothing to do with sci­
ence, she will use her skills in an 
ethical manner. Does this school 
achieve what it has set out to do? That 
depends, are we ethical?
First of all, what are ethics? Ethics 
are defined as “pertaining to morals, 
the science of the good and the nature 
of the right.” This is fine, but who is 
to say what is right, and what is good. 
There are some things that I feel are
Boo-Bu The Stick Figure
good, not only for me, but for human­
ity, that others would disagree with. I 
feel that smoking is not good for me or 
for anyong else. Does this make 
smoking unethical? It may be un­
healthy, but ethics has more to do with 
nebulous things, not concrete ones. 
Ethics, and ethical practice, are hard 
to define because the things they deal 
with are often so multifaceted.
There are those who feel that 
genetic engineering is unethical. My 
question to them is, what’s being 
engineered? If it is some highly effec­
tive form of biological weapon, that 
isn’t so much unethical as dangerous. 
Genetic engineering as a whole isn’t 
unethical. There have been new 
strains of com and wheat that have 
been made that will flourish where
other types of crops couldn’t live.
Everyone, or so it seems, is 
against using genetic engineering on 
humans. Many people seem to forget 
about all the different forms of geneti- 
caly transfered ailments that exist. 
These “ moralists”  argue that genetic 
engineering is going to be used to 
create a race of super humans who are 
stronger, smarter, and better looking 
than they are. What these people 
forget is just how many genes there 
are in even one chromosome. It is 
difficult to discover what any given 
chromosome relates to, unless it 
causes an obvious defect.
Yet the question of using genetic 
engineering to stop birth defects is 
undecided. The scientific commu­
nity, in general feels that we should
by Brian Freeman
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use our knowledge to help humanity 
as a whole. The so called fundamen­
talists, who live in fear of their own 
smallness, prey on the uneducated and 
turn them against the idea of progress. 
The government is as much to blame 
as these people. Congress is not made 
up of technicaly literate people. 
When a lawyer wants to retire, she 
runs for Congress. When an engineer 
wants to retire, she becomes a profes­
sor. The people in Congress are there 
to do one thing, get votes. The fear 
caused by arguments that are nothing 
short of stupid pervades Congress, 
and the only way to dispel it is to rub 
their faces briskly in the truth.
So what does all this have to do 
with a W PI education? Well, are we 
going to be “ethical” engineers when 
we graduate? Is the system going to 
do what it set out to do? Each person
Joe Cool
has her own opinion of what is 
ethical, and each person is entitled to 
express those opinions. Yet despite 
this, there are some who don’t care 
about ethics and don’t care about 
harm they may cause to humanity. 
Should there be any official ethical 
control?
These are the questions that we 
should try to answer, because if we 
don’t someone else will. The people 
that will be affected the most are 
those who work on the forefront of 
technology, because people don’t 
care if farmers have ethics, only sci­
entists and engineers. It is the 
obligation of engineers, if only to 
keep the public quite, to inform them 
of the facts, to educate them. The 
future can be made better if we all 
work together. Ethics is a compli­
cated topic, but maybe one day we’ll 
have it all figured out.
by Jon S. Rennie
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Greek Views
Trying for Greater Understanding
Focal Point: One world
by Jeffrey Coy 
Associate Editor 
and John Be ll
Recently, the division between the 
Greeks and non-Greeks on our cam­
pus has become glaringly obvious. 
Although nearly 41% of W P I’s cam­
pus is affiliated with some Greek- 
letter organization very few of their 
concerns are represented in many of 
the campus organizations such as 
Newspeak. It seems that the only 
publicity Greeks tend to receive is 
presented in a negative light. Sadly, 
most people do not realize the many 
beneficial aspects inherent in the 
Greek system. Much of this, we feel, 
stems from a lack of understanding on 
the part of the non-Greeks on our 
campus and throughout the nation. 
Hopefully this column will help to end 
many of the common misconceptions 
held concerning Greek life.
These inaccurate perceptions 
have been most clearly represented in 
the way our national media handles 
events about the Greek systems. Re­
flecting our society’s love of sensa­
tionalism, the national media tends to 
print mainly the negative aspects in­
volving Greeks. Only rarely do we 
read about such positive qualities as
tehe tremendous philanthropic contri­
butions made by the national Greek 
systems. Unfortunately we have seen 
similar attitudes on the W PI campus.
Last week’s editorial criticizing 
the actions of sorority pledges is a 
prime illustration of these attitudes. 
This, like many past articles, was 
based upon inaccurate stereotypes 
rather than plain fact. Sadly, much of 
the W PI population sees the Greek 
system as one that, according to the 
editorial, pursues “ trivial and mind­
less activities” . Such views often 
cause minor problems to be blown 
way out of proportion. Unfortunately 
this is exactly what the editorial did. 
Much of what the editorial criticizes 
was done in innocent fun. Each of us, 
at one time or another, has gotten a bit 
noisy while having a good time. Such 
occurrences are merely simple human 
ways of “blowing off steam” in as 
stressful and pressured an academic 
environment as W PI. These actions, it 
seems, do not warrant the attention of 
an editorial.
Still, even more importantly, the 
editorial demonstrates a complete 
lack of understanding of the purpose 
of the pledge programs in the Greek 
system. Pledging involves much 
more than simply, “performing ri­
diculous tasks to obtain a signature,”
as the editorial purports. In fact, the 
editorial itself, however unknowl- 
ingly, states the true purpose of pledg­
ing. In describing the activities of one 
of the sorority pledge classes, the 
editorial writes, “ instead of having the 
pledges spread out across campus, 
they banded together” . And this is 
precisely the desired effect of a suc­
cessful pledge program. It is this to­
getherness that is the basis for the 
entire Greek system. A Greek organi­
zation is not simply a group of people 
living together. Rather, it is a group 
that shares a special, perhaps an inde­
scribable bond. This bond is similar to 
that found in a family. The role of 
pledging is to instill future brothers 
and sisters with such a feeling of 
closeness.
A major aspect of college is learn­
ing how to deal with your peers in an 
unpredictable environment. We must 
realize that at a school as diverse as 
W PI there will occasionally be prob­
lems and misunderstandings. It is 
hoped, though, that these problems 
can be minimized through a greater 
understanding of the purposes of the 
Greek system. And it is toward this 
goal that this column will be directed.
John Bell, ’90 and Jeff Coy, ’91 
are, respectively, President and Vice- 
President of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
by Jeffrey S. Gotdmeer 
Associate Editor
In recent years there has been a 
growing conflict between the Greek 
system and independents on this 
campus. Last week’s editorial in 
Newspeak pointed out some of these 
problems. The editorial’s focus was 
not that the Greek system is bad for 
you, but that it is not for everyone, 
and those who do not join should not 
have to deal with the antics of those 
who do. Again, this is not meant as a 
negative comment, it is just that stu­
dents should not have to be woken by 
pledges singing at early hours in the 
morning (pre dawn).
This week, Jeffrey Coy and John 
Bell have started a column entitled 
Greek Views. Their stated purpose is 
to enlighten the campus about the 
Greek system. If this helps to allevi­
ate the tension between Greeks and 
independents, then I hope that this 
column achieves its goals.
However, I am worried about cer­
tain statements made in the column. 
Bell and Coy state that “ very few of 
the Greek’s concerns are represented 
in many campus organizations such as 
Newspeak.”  They also state that 
“ much of the misunderstanding stems 
from a lack of understanding on the 
part of the non-Greeks on our cam­
pus.”
First of all, no campus organiza­
tion that I know of discriminates
Standing on a Soapbox
Come on WPI, Do Something!
by Frodo
Hello, and welcome to 
Newspeak’s new and hopefully con­
tinuing editorial column. The purpose 
of this column is to get problems and 
issues out in the open, show how they 
affect you, and to hopefully give them 
a push in the right direction of a solu­
tion. This informal situation leaves 
the contents of this column open to 
controversy. I want it this way and 
will encourage it. Confrontation is the 
first step towards getting people to act 
for or against a cause.
I will begin by ragging on some 
problems I see at W PI. First off, why 
don’t we have a change machine? All 
the laundry machines run on quarters 
and it is quite a pain to hit up everyone 
you know for their spares every time 
the wash starts to stink. Alternatives 
are to go to your bank for a roll or to go 
down to the Silver Ball (arcade) to use 
their machine. While I hate banks, I do 
like arcades, but don’t enjoy going 
there for quarters for the wash. You 
can also try the W PI snackbar, but 
they are reluctant to cough them up. 
Why? Probably because there would 
be a run on the cash register by silver 
starved students (ha! ha!) if the word 
got out that they were giving change. 
It seems remarkable to me that this 
school of national reputation doesn’t 
provide this very basic and inexpen­
sive necessity. I heard a rumor that the 
class of ’92 was trying to raise money 
to get one. What a bunch of crap. Why 
don’t we make Boynton have a bake 
sale to try and raise money for their 
coffee makers. Nice try Freshmen, 
you are learning quickly. I suggest we 
take some of the administration, give 
them a load of dirty laundry, some 
crumpled dollar bills, then pile on the 
homework and see how far they get 
doing their wash or trying to get a 
coke.
On to another topic. I recently 
attended a great independent party at 
E8. I noticed that over break, W PI 
replaced the lighting fixtures with 
these evil looking fluorescent things.
I was then informed by Jim Ropp, an 
E8 resident, that if it were not for the 
student installed lighting in the den 
there would be none in that room at 
all. Get with it folks. I can point to any 
number of medical studies showing 
how underexposure to proper lighting 
affects attitude, causes depression 
and is generally unhealthy. I know the 
lighting in Morgan and Stoddard is
just as bad and I know we are sup­
posed to bring our own lighting, but 
get real. The library is also missing 1/
2 of the bulbs on the third floor. 
Maybe some of the academic short­
comings of W PI students comes from 
cutting off studying because fluores­
cent lighting is not too fun after about 
an hour. Huh? Maybe ridiculous, 
maybe not. Please, we are people. We 
are natural; treat us with natural full- 
spectrum lighting. I don’t think life 
can develop under a fluorescent fix­
ture.
Next point. I heard rumors that 
Pulsar
some jerk was circulating the idea that 
the Science Fiction Society was prac­
ticing Devil worship at its meetings. 
W A KE UP YOU IDIOTS! When I 
came to this school I expected people 
to use their brain, obviously some 
backwards, ignorant, little conformist 
moron has decided not to use his. The 
SFS is a great independent group of 
people who have better things to deal 
with than medieval witch hunts. This 
same sort of crap has been wrongfully 
tacked on Science Fiction in general 
and especially on role-playing. 
Ooooooo... That made me mad.
These may seem like trivial 
points, but they are things you see 
every day. The first two cost money to 
solve, but then this school isn’t free. 
The last could only possibly be solved 
by a lobotomy. If any of these things 
make you upset then take action. Call 
the administration, start a petition, do 
something or things won’t change. 
You can also write me care of New­
speak with your own gripes against 
something or against me. COME ON 
W PI, DO SOMETHING, SU RPR ISE 
M E!
against Greeks. If one were to look at 
various campus activities, many of 
these have Greek members. Included 
in this list is Skull, which is the senior 
honor society. If an organization is 
made up of non-Greeks, it is because 
no Greeks are in the organization. 
Additionally, Newspeak does not in­
tentionally print negative statements 
about Greeks. If the Greek system 
feels that Newspeak is being unfair to 
them, then this is a concern that needs 
to be discussed. In the meantime, as 
always, Newspeak welcomes articles 
by any member of the W PI commu­
nity.
Secondly, I believe that it is unfair 
to all independents on campus to 
blame the tensions between Greeks 
and independents on independents. 
This is a problem that needs to be 
solved by all. I agree that independ­
ents do not always have a positive 
attitude toward the Greek system. It is 
important to note that many independ­
ents have many Greek friends; they 
like the people, just not the institution.
Part of the problem is that non- 
Greeks only see one face of the Greek 
system, and that face is not always 
that pleasant. One aspect of the Greek 
system that comes to mind is the so­
cial aspect. Some fraternities and 
sororities weekly break the law by 
serving alcoholic beverages to mi­
nors. Another aspect that non- Greeks 
see is pledging. The negative attitude 
is bred when a student is woken up by 
students pledging. I do not disagree 
that pledging is an important part of 
Greek life, but it should not interfere 
with the life of others. In addition. 
Ball and Coy state that “ last week’s 
editorial was based upon innacurate 
stereotypes rather than plain fact.” 
However, students were woken by 
singing pledges, and these pledges 
were not stereotypes, they were fac­
tual pledges.
I do not wish to antagonize the 
Greek system, but I hope that they can 
realize that there exists a serious prob­
lem, which can only be solved by a 
‘give and take’ by both parties. The 
only question that I have is why must 
there be a division between students; 
why M UST some be Greek, and the 
rest independent. It would be better 
for all if we were students first, all in 
one world.
by Carlos M. Allende
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WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 8,1989 
PROJECT INFORMATION & ACADEMIC PLANNING DAY 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
CLASSES WILL MEET ON REGULAR SHCEDULE-
1 1 :0 0 - 1 2 :0 0
1 1 :0 0 - 1 2 :0 0
11:00-11:45
12:00-12:45
12:30-3:00
1:00-1:30
2:30-3:15
3:30-4:15
FACULTY MQP TOPIC PRESENTATIONS 
IQP: GENERAL OVERVIEW 
MEETING WPI DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
MEETING WPI DEGREE REQUIREMENTS 
(REPEAT)
PROJECT-EAIR
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE SS REQS, 
THE IQP, AND THE ST DOUBLE MAJOR 
PLANNING FOR YOUR MAJOR IN THE 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS 
PLANNING FOR YOUR MAJOR IN THE 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS (REPEAT)
INDIVIDUAL DEPARTMENTS 
OLIN 107
ATWATER KENT 116
HARRINGTON
SALISBURY 104
INDIVIDUAL DEPARTMENTS
INDIVIDUAL DEPARTMENTS
NEED A MAJOR QUALIFYING PROJECT?
"FACULTY MQP PRESENTATIONS"
Each academic department will present MQP's 
available in that department. Special emphasis 
will be given to faculty originated MQP's.
"PROJECT FAIR "
The Projects Office will make available the complete 
listing of on- and off-campus topics, along with the 
list o f faculty who are interested in advising these 
topics. Project Centers will also be represented.
QUESTIONS ON ACADEMIC PLANNING?
"PLANNING FOR YOUR MAJOR IN THE JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS" 
Each department will discuss career possibilities, and 
answer questions on departmental sub-specialties.
Specific details on course offerings and project 
opportunites will also be given.
"CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE SOCIAL SCIENCE REQUIREMENTS, 
THE IQP, AND THE SOCIETY-TECHNOLOGY DOUBLE MAJOR"
Social Science faculty will discuss how to select a 
sequence in preparation for the IQP. ALso, they will 
discuss how to combine majors in science, engineering, 
or management with a Society-Technolgy major.
PLANNING AN INTERACTIVE QUALIFYING PROJECT?
"IQP GENERAL OVERVIEW"
Topics include IQP projects completed during the 
past year, projects currently being offered, and the 
preparation which is helpful in doing a high quality IQP.
'PROJECT FAIR"
All IQP topics proposed by faculty and by off-campus 
sponsors will be available to students. Each IQP 
division will have a table with project topics. 
Information on special project programs will also 
be available.
FRESHMEN OR TRANSFER STUDENT?
"MEETING WPI DEGREE REQUIREMENTS"
Dean Grogan and Ms. Ann Garvin, Director of Advising, 
will discuss the distribution requirements and offer 
some recommendations for meeting them effectively.
FEBRUARY 9,1989 
ADVISING APPOINTMENT DAY - NO CLASSES
Students should schedule appointments with their academic advisors to review their career objectives and to plan next year's
projects and courses. The entire day is devoted to this important activity.
FEBRUARY 14,1989 
COURSE PRE-SCHEDULING DEADLINE
By 4:00 PM on this day, all pre-scheduling forms are due in the scheduling office located in Boynton Hall, first floor.
***A Projects publication describing these activities has been placed in campus mailboxes. If you did not receive one 
through the mail, please pick up a copy at the Projects Office.***
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GREEK CORNER
Alpha Gamma Delta Phi Sigma Sigma of all our chairmen:
Well guys, we’re almost halfway through 
the term. Just a few more weeks and Spring 
Break will be here!!
Hope everyone had a great time going 
“ Around the World.” Or should I say around 
the campus?!! Roses to all the sisters who 
helped make it a success!!
Congratulations to Lisa Battista, Chris 
Hajjar, Michelle Petkers and Jen Tobin for 
being nominated for the Carolyn McCabe 
Scholarship!! Leslie, how are the late night 
talks going? Happy, Happy, Happy B-day 
Trace! Good bye Heebie. Lisa P. - “ lay that 
pipe down, drain that pipe!!” Ladies - 37 days 
to Daytona!! Let’s aerobicize together to pre­
pare for those bikinis! So Trace - how did you 
like the gorilla? Too bad we couldn’t get a 
picture of you two together! Looks like Brian 
has some competition! Congrats to ATO for 
another appearance on our weekly “ rodent 
award”
Alpha Tau Omega
“ HURRO R IN GER” ! Happy 21st.
By Worthy Law, the Coveted award that 
Psycho now holds must be given to the most 
deserving candidate from Friday’s T&G 
party... Please give to the Cancer Research 
Fund. A donation or a dip would be greatly 
appreciated by the apartment boys. The ATO 
famine was finally ended thanks to our stew­
ards, SK IGS and FUMANCHU.
The 2nd annual meeting of the ATO urban 
re-development committee was held last week 
and a unanimous vote was passed to begin 
construction on a 16-story parking garage on 
the adjacent property. Steve Sprague has al­
ready claimed a year-round permit for the roof 
level.
The goldfish decided to show up to their 
party after all. Let’s hope we don’t have to 
watch any more re-runs of “Leave it to Bea­
ver.”
By the way, FUMANCHU, Mr. Buttless- 
Leather-Chaps has some advice: “ Play in your 
own sandbox for once.”
Thanks to Pal-man for a great job on those 
T-shirts for the T&G party. V IVA  ATO!
Congratulations to our newly initiated sis­
ters. We’re so proud of you. Phi Sig Sig is 
pleased to announce our new officers:
Archon - Danielle Bellavance 
Vice Archon - Karin Ricci 
Bursar - Kathi Palmieri 
Tribune - Melissa Wolfe 
Scribe - Michelle Brideau 
Rush Chairman - Tammy Perry 
Pledge Mistress - Patty Dube 
Panhellenic Representative - Cari Windt 
Happy Birthdays to Melissa Lichwan, 
Sherry Chemauskas, and Danielle Bellavance. 
The best is yet to come Tina. We’re behind you 
all the way. Remember... the meeting is on 
Wednesday night at 8:30 pm in the Janet Earle 
Room. If you didn’t go to the phonothon last 
night make sure you go tonight. Call Maureen 
for a time that she needs people. The Valen­
tines Dance is Saturday night so everyone go 
get those dates! It sounds like a great time with 
all our other sorority sisters. Good luck to our 
seniors going on all those secondaries. LITP.
Sigma Pi
Hello, all. I ’ll begin this article by saying... 
Only 4 more days until the beach is open... I 
can’t wait! The weather is really beginning to 
get depressing again.
Other than that there really isn’t that much 
to say. Except, good luck all, since this is 
probably my last hurrah as a publicity guy... 
but oh! was it fun! Finally the question of the 
week:
“What is Derek’s major?”
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Congratulations to Lisa Dellarco. Lisa has 
been chosen as our chapter sweetheart and will 
compete for the honor of TKE sweetheart. We 
would like to congratulate also all of our asso­
ciates for a job well done, and all the brother­
hood particularly Timothy and Mark for get­
ting a lot of things done last week, we couldn’t 
have done it without you. By the way I should 
make an apology to my roomie for last week’s 
picture, but I won’t. Another congratulatory 
note goes to our President George Hosey for 
filling the last committee chair, and now a list
HOW TO SELECT AN
M OP
AND COURSES 
PEER ADVISING
SPONSORED BY 
ETA KAPPA NU
THE EE HONOR SOCIETY
WED, FEB 8
PROJECT PLANNING DAY
AK 206 9 - 3 M U  -I
REFRESHMENTS SFRVFD
Public Relations, Charles Collins; Finance, 
Bob Dzwil; Alumni Relations, Michael 
Carlson; Steward, Peter Chapman; Activities, 
Andy Terry; Rush, Sean Hogan; Social, Ken 
Hamilton; Athletics, Joel Chachkes; Records, 
Dave Allison; IFC Rep, Xavier Trevisani; 
Little Sisters, Jon Davis.
Sorry I left out Santa. Congratulations to 
all. Also in house positions we have:
Kitchen Manager, Charles Teague; House 
Manager, Mark Sevier.
Congrats to you both.
Now in sports TKE is doing great: Bowling 
is 35-1. In basketball A-team is 5-2. B-team is 
3-1.
This is just part of what happened this 
week, Monday memo will have better informa­
tion. By the way since this newspaper is bad at 
reading my submissions I ’ll correct something 
on this page and of course take more space. The 
Zeta-Mu Chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon Inter­
national Fraternity is NOW 30 YEA RS OLD.
Theta Chi
In a grand display of power, the number one 
ranked W PI hockey team crushed the number 
two ranked URI last Thursday night. Con­
gratulations to the entire team including Tom 
McMorrow, Bob Cleary, and Andy Hoyen, on 
a game well played.
Our pledge class is looking mighty spiffy 
this week. Sorry ‘bout beating you guys in the 
Trivia Contest (not really!). Spring Break is 
fast approaching, brothers and pledges- see 
Bob M. if your’re looking to head down. Hey 
Scott, gotta hate it when they all show up at 
once. Plumbob, and the class of 90, coast 
through Junior Resume Writing-101. Along 
the lines of academia, KK punts Beer Testing-
01 while Paul cranks out an A+. Sponge 
surrenders. The Chuck Norris award goes to 
Eric “ Power Foot”  Maki for renovating his 
doorway. Doors disappear anyway. “Scar- 
face” Robes vows revenge by leaping on Blaze 
out of a C-130. And finally, Deuce says “get 
your ads soon” .
SK I TR IP  TO M T. SNOW
FEB. 1 8th $30 
SIGN UP WED & THURS 
11-1 IN THE WEDGE
$10 DEPOSIT REQUIRED
w*
WPI
LENTEN
SCHEDULE
1989
't tu tfy c n c a r c
cCust cmuL i*th>
dust ycncstiail
Ash Wednesday Masses
Kinnicutt Hall -  12:00(noon) & 5:00 p.m.
Sundays -  Mass at 11:30AM(Alden) & 6:00PM(Founders)
Mon, Tues, Wed, Thurs -  Mass at the Religious Center -  10:00PM 
Fridays -  Mass at 12:00(noon) at Religious Center
Confessions -  an hour before each mass, except Fridays, 
or any other time by appointment
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Tested on the 
toughest courses.
The IBMR Personal System/2 ” is the lean, mean study machine that helps you turn 
your toughest assignments into sharp looking winners. And if you buy one now, you’ll 
get a great student discount.
So stop in to see us. We’ll show you how the IBM PS/2" can help you better organize 
your notes, write and revise all your papers, produce high-quality graphics to make 
all your work look sharper, and more.
With the IBM PS/2, you’ll always finish first.
IBM PS/2 equipment is presently available 
to faculty and students at discounts up to 40%. 
Please call your local IBM office at 798-3761 
for more information
IB M  Personal S y s te m /2  a n d  P S /2  are reg is te red  trad em a rks  of IB M  Corp. 
____________________ _ __________________________ :______________________________________ _ ___________ _ ________ _ ____________________________________________________ — ----------------------------------------------------— -
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CLASSIFIEDS
Spring Break. Nassau/Paradise Island from 
$299.00. Package includes: Roundtrip air, Trans­
fers, 7 Nights Hotel, Beach Parties, Free Lunch, 
Cruise, Free Admission to Nightclubs, Taxes and 
More!!! Cancun Packages also Available!! Organ­
ize Small Group, Earn Free Trip! 1 -800-231-0113 
or 203-967-3330.
TUTORS NEEDED: Worcester area tutoring 
firm seeks bright, energetic college students to 
tutor high school students in all subjects - Must 
have access to a car and a G.P.A. of 3.0+. Call 755- 
6030 anytime. Pay: $ 10/hr.
FOR SALE *** Radio Shack Color Com­
puter System. Includes TRS-80 Color Computer 
64K, Disk Drive, Line Printer, Modem, Joysticks, 
Disks, Cables & More! $150 or best offer. Write to 
Bob, Box 1993.
GO-GETTERS! Earn $8000+ next summer. 
Own and operate your own franchise. For more 
information call 508-543-3706.
CAR FOR SALE: Dependable 1981 Subaru 
GL station wagon, 4WD, New radiator, battery, 
exhaust, starter. Recent Carb overhaul, AM/FM 
stereo cassette. $1650 or Best offer. Must sell. Call 
791-8649.
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS. Gain valuable 
experience while still earning great money. Last 
summer’s average pay was $8000. Positions filling 
quickly. For more information, please call 1- 800- 
922-5579 or 508-481-5504 and leave a message for 
Jeff Millar.
Any WPI club or organization wanting to pro­
vide entertainment for the Sigma Pi Miracle Mile in 
the Worcester Galleria on February 25 or 26, call 
Van Wooley at 756-1675. Thank you!
CLUB CORNER
A ir Force RO TC
Subject: Operations Orders for 8 February 
1989
Time: 1530
Place: Yet to be Determined
Uniform: During Classes - Optional
During Lab - Service Dress
AS 100: Drill
AS200: Drill
AS300: A ir Force Specialty Classification
AS400: T ICKET
Alpha Phi Omega
Only two announcements this week: 1) Our 
bowling team is currently in second place and 
has a possible finals chance. Hurray! And 2) 
Steve D. is the proud daddy of a new number- 
be sure and congratulate him if you get a 
chance.
There were a lot of quotes though: starting 
with smile, smile, wave, wave!; Go Away - 
STOP FO LLO W ING  ME; where’s the duck?; 
ultimately I blame society; WOW- (that’s all I 
have to say); HA!; wink, wink, nudge, nudge!; 
Jay gets the moon, Steve my diamonds and 
Paul my heart; To: Steve and Joe, I miss you!; 
Ouch oooooh!; Can we speed up this atten­
dance? Hi everyone; WE11... F.M.H.... Steph - 
how’s the car? Lose any wheels lately? Seth, 
It did not work! Santa; anyone interested in 
making a still?
Association of Computing M achinery
W e’ve just elected new officers for this 
year. Welcome Chairman Joseph Rock, Vice
- Chairman Cristiano Pierry, Treasurer 
Douglas Murdoch and Secretary John Storey. 
Plans for this year include a barbeque and a 
continuation of our standard colloquiums. 
We’re always looking for new members. Stu­
dents who apply get substantially reduced rates 
as opposed to what it costs when you graduate, 
and being a member looks great on the resume. 
For those of you who haven’t turned in your 
national membership numbers, get them to 
John as soon as possible. Lets thank our former 
officers for a great year of service, and remem­
ber to come to the meetings!
The Committee
Hello, we are The Committee. In our last 
article, two issues ago, our article was under 
the title of Polytones. This was a mistake, 
although the information, in the article was 
mostly correct the name of the group is The 
Committee, not the Polytones.
The group would like to encourage those of 
you who sing to join us on Wednesday nights 
in Alden for rehearsal and fun. Just a reminder 
to all interested people that The Committee 
sings a light repertoire of music and is geared 
towards having fun. A special welcome is 
extended to Sean Hurley, our newest member, 
who joined us for his first time on Wednesday 
night. He sings well but if we could get him to 
juggle at the same time, THAT WOULD
Seniors!! Rock the night away at SH-Booms 
February 20th for the “89 Days ’Til Graduation" 
Party. The place will be the Class of ‘89’s from 9- 
2am, $2/person cover with proper ID.
TUTORS NEEDED: Worcester area tutoring 
firm seeks bright, energetic college students to 
tutor high school students in all subjects. Must 
have access to a car and GPA 3.0+. Call 755-6030 
anytime. PAY:$10/hr.
For Sale: Commodore 64, 1541 Disk Drive, 
Modem, Speech Synthesizer plus manuals and soft­
ware. $300. Call Bob at 791-8649 or Box 2502.
Get involved - IFC elections are February 14th!
Are you a vegetarian? Do you eat at WPI food 
service? If so, and you are interested in change 
please contact the Health Office - 831-5520.
For Sale: Apple ][e, ][+ soft carrying case. 
Almost new. $30.00. Call Bob at 791-8649 or box 
2502.
Glenn, Dawn Called.
Apartments, two and three bedrooms. Low 
rent. Near campus. Appliances and parking. Call 
Jim at 755-2996 or 799-2728.
For Sale: FUTABA 2-channel R/C system with
2 standard servos. $40. R. Morales at 791-8649 or 
Box 2502.
FOUND: Winter coat in Atwater Kent. Left 
alter meeting in Atwater-Kent. Please come to CS 
Dept. AK 127 for identification.
For Sale: 10 Gallon Fish tank with accessories.
REA LLY  IM PRESS US. If  you want more 
information or just want to party, contact John 
Blanchette Box 2157 or Gary Vincens Box 
2187. Otherwise, show up downstairs in Alden 
Hall on Wednesday night at 7:00 pm.
Eta Kappa Nu
Congratulations are in order for the win­
ners of the HKN raffle:
1st prize - Rob Ballasty (Samsung VCR)
2nd prize - Gary Placzek (Sanyo Walkman) 
3rd prize - Ruth Hutnak (4 movie tickets) 
Last week questionnaires were placed in all 
EE  boxes. This poll will provide insight as to 
common MQP problems and questions. We 
appreciate your time spent filling them out. 
Please return completed questionnaires to Don 
Gale at Box 155.
Attention members! Now is the time to 
start thinking if you’d like to become an officer 
for next year. More information w ill be pro­
vided at the next general meeting.
Last but not least, congratulations to W PI 
graduate Eric Pauer ( ’88). Eric received Hon­
orable Mention for Eta Kappa Nu’s national 
Outstanding Senior Award.
IE E E
On Tuesday, February 7th, W P I’s student 
chapter of the IE E E  will be selling Fundamen­
tals of Engineering Review, a review manual 
for the Engineering in Training Exam, from 
11am to 1pm somewhere in the Morgan/ 
Daniels complex. It is an excellent manual, 
covering 13 subject areas, and includes a full 8 
hour practice exam. Available in the W PI 
Bookstore for $26.75, the IEEE  is selling this 
valuable reference book for only $23.00. 
Quantities are limited.
Elections for new officers will be held on 
February the 16th. The positions available are 
President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secre­
tary, Membership Chairperson, Advertising 
Chairperson, and Signals Representative.
Lens and Lights
The club held elections two weeks ago and 
we would like to congratulate our new officers: 
President: John Joy 
Vice President: Chris Palazola 
Technical Director: Mark Guetersloh 
Treasurer: Dan Cabral 
Film Coordinator: Joel Obuchowski 
Secretary: John Berube 
The club would like to thank the outgoing 
officers: Gary Placzek, Todd Bednarek, Kyle 
Kelliher, and Jon Tucker for doing an excellent 
job.
Battle of the bands went quite well thanks 
to all the work people put into it, especially the 
crew chiefs Mark and Paul. It also gave us a 
chance to debut all of our latest PA cabinets.
We hope everyone liked the movie 9 1/2 
Weeks this past Saturday. It was quite an 
improvement over Flesh Gordon but running a 
close second to Amazon Women on the Moon. 
Remember to. see Gary, for the hats, .golf .shirts,. _
$10. Call Bob at 791-8649 or Box 2502.
February 20th: The big day for seniors! At 
noon it’s the senior class photo on the football field 
(Harrington if it rains) which everyone can get free
& that night is the SH-Booms celebration!
Glenn, Do my dishes!
You owe me a candy bar!!!
Kist, Berka, and Boska, Let’s try our Damned­
est to do it together in May, what do you say?
Ring, ring, ring, ring,.... I couldn’t hear the two 
girls sing.
O-Positive and Hush Hush in the Pub— Feb. 11!
Teddy Graham Forces
Cinnamon Squad: 
Be on the Ready!
Glenn, Do your dishes.
89 Days Til Graduation on February 20th!! 
Think Class Photo and Sh-Booms seniors!
BIG MOUTH you should watch out next time. 
If you open your mouth wide enough you might get 
something in i t  Possibly enjoy it.
Cube, what was she doing on top of you? Is P.P. 
asymmetric like your smile?
Did you Crow boys enjoy your stay at the 
house??
Interfraternity Council Elections Feb. 14th 
Contact your house president.
and movie passes.
Our next business meeting is on Wednes­
day the 9th in Higgins Labs 109. Among other 
events, we will be showing Young Guns in 
Alden Hall Sunday the 12th.
Society of Manufacturing Engineers
Everyone - get your date books out and 
copy down these important dates. You all 
remember about the Jamesbury tour tomorrow
- 1:00 in front of Alden. Another important 
activity is our Campus Chartering Ceremony 
on February 16th at 4:30 in the Higgins House 
main lobby. On Feb. 23rd, which is our next 
general meeting, we will be holding elections 
so if you are interested in running for an office 
make sure you let John B. know and attend the 
meeting. SM E is sponsoring the sale of group 
tickets to the New England Blazers Lacrosse 
game on Feb. 24th. The tickets will be great 
seats for $ 11 so get in touch with Greg Th­
ompson by Feb. 17th.
One last note is to the Seniors on the 
certification exam. It will be a $25 fee for 
members and $35 for non-members (so play it 
right and get a membership and the exam for 
$35.) It w ill be held on April 1st in W B 229 at 
4:30. The 3 hours will be well worth your time.
SO C C O M M
This is an open letter of congratulations and 
good luck to the SOCCOMM executive com­
mittee. Elections were recently held and I 
would like to thank the departing executives on 
making 1988 a great year for SOCCOMM. 
Leaving their positions are A1 Cho, Pub Com­
mittee; Lynn Stanton, Special Events; Andy 
Scholand, Spectrum/Cinematech; and B ill 
Bullock, Coffeehouse. They can be proud of a 
job well done.
1989 looks just as successful. 
SOCCOMM’s new President, Kim Lemoi, has 
a fine staff to work with. Assisting her with her 
executive duties will be Michelle Brideau, 
Treasurer and Melissa Lichwan, Secretary. 
The programming board consists of returning 
chairpeople, Chris Eddy and Glen Cavanaugh, 
Concerts; Rick Hennessy, Coffeehouse; and 
newcomers B ill Kallgren, Pub; Chris Savina 
and Todd Squire, Special Events; Mike Helm, 
Spectrum/Cinematech; Wendy Parker, Public­
ity; and Andy Kutner, films.
These energetic individuals will do their 
best to entertain W PI in the coming year with 
the assistance of their advisor Chris Jachi- 
mowicz.
Brian Horgan, Soccomm President, 1988 
Students for Social Awareness
Well, we’re back, sorry about last weeks 
article, or our lack thereof. Our feminism topic 
two weeks ago worked well. We would like to 
thank Iris Young for that. We bettered our 
understanding of the topic, and it’s presence in 
society today. We talked about gender roles 
and how they relate to jobs, school and social 
life. We also discussed-our personal opinions
E.I.T. review manuals available from the IEEE 
today in the wedge or near the mailroom.
Sully, have you spoken any new foreign lan­
guages lately?
2/20/89, noon, senior Class Photo.
Hey, Flipper? • I miss you.
Boska, sorry for pushing so hard! Good luck 
the rest of your school days & the years that lie 
ahead.
Happy Birthday Jeff from the YK gang!
Glenn, Dawn called again.
“Oh, Granger! Please tell me you didn’t. But if 
you did, then tell me you were covered. You 
weren’t? Ooooh, Lipppie!
Glenn, Don’t forget to take out the trash.
Hey Riley 3rd... Hack, Cough, Cough!
Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, Become an 
officer of the IFC. Elections Feb. 14th.
You guys want to go to Bee Bee’s - my treat!
Do you have any Chinese ancestry Sully?
Glenn, It’s only $26.50 to get an answering 
machine!
Hats off to the Class of 89!
Sorry if these are harder to read than normal, 
but it was either this or cut club corner.
on the topic, and our hearty sexual appetites.
On that note, last week’s topic was homo­
sexuality. We had a guest speaker who was 
very informative and answered all our ques­
tions about being gay in the W PI community: 
people’s reactions; whether it’s genetic or 
choice; and the importance of gay rights.
Next week’s meeting should also prove to 
be interesting, compassion in the 1980’s.If 
anyone is interested in anending - please feel 
free to join us in Salisbury Labs TV lounge at 
4:30 on Thursday February 9th. If you have any 
questions or can’t make the meeting contact 
Glenn Flaherty, W PI box 2564.
W ireless Association
Hey everyone, where were you last 
week??? We went from a big attendance to 
<ahem> substandard numbers. Not that you 
didn’t know when/where the meeting was. 
Same time, same place - Thursday, February 
9th, 4:30 pm - Salisbury 011.
Not that you missed much, though - The 
220 radio and antenna has been ordered, should 
be up and operable this week sometime.
Upcoming events include the Boston 
Marathon and the Worcester Kid’s Fair, as well 
as a possible Field Day. The Boston Marathon 
is on Monday, April 17th, and does require you 
to take a day off. It’s a lot of fun and a good 
experience for working with large amounts of 
people. Transportation will be provided. Also, 
the Kid’s fair is coming up, unfortunately the 
day before the Marathon! Some of us are still 
interested in doing it, though, because it 
doesn’t take all day, and is a whole lot of fun.
That’s it for this week. See you Thursday. 
Bring a friend.
HUNGRY?
THINK
ITALIAN
THINK
ANGELA’S
257 ParkAve. 
Worcester, Ma. 
Tues.-Sun: 4:30-10:30
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What’s Going On?
In the 1988-89 academic year, the CS Department is offering the Competency Examination 
only one time, March 13-17, 1989. Qualified persons who wish to take the March Comp should 
submit an application by February 10. Applications are available in the CS Office.
Tuesday, February 7, 1989
3:30 pm - Holy Cross - Forum: Philosophical Concepts of War and Peace, Ann Cahill, ’91, 
Hilde Hein, Associate Professor of Philosophy, David Schaefer, Associate professor 
of political science, James Walter ’90, Browsing Room of Dinand Library, Free.
6:00 pm - Interviewing Workshop for Cooperative Education, Kinnicutt Hall.
6:30 - 8:30 pm - Assumption College : Support/Insight group for women with anorexia and/ 
or bulemia. Open to public. Student Development Center, for more info, contact Rena 
Maltzman, 752- 5615 ext 275.
7:00 pm - Clark University : Film - “Generations of Resistance” , JAC  218. Film details the 
history of apartheid in South Africa. Professor Richard Ralston (History) will lead a 
discussion after the film. Free.
7:30 pm - Assumption College : Poetry Reading - William Stafford, Poet Recipient, National 
Book Award for Poetry, Auditorium, La Maison Francaise, Free.
Wednesday, February 8, 1989
10:00 am - 3:00 pm - Holy Cross College, Career Day '89 for all students of Consortium 
colleges, Hogan Campus Center. Snow Date Feb. 9.
3:00 & 8:00 pm - Holy Cross College - Film : “ Cry Freedom” , Kimball Theatre, $1.50 w/ ID
3:30 - 7:00 pm - Anna Maria College : Music Information Session for prospective music 
students, contact Admissions Office, 757- 4586, ext. 233.
8:00 pm - Video: “ F/X” , Gompei’s Place, Free.
Thursday, February 9, 1989
7:30 pm - Clark University Films : “ Remembering Thelma” and “ But Then She’s Betty 
Carter” - one highlighting the life of Thelma, a principle dancer with the Alvin Ailey 
. Dance Company and the other focusing on the day in the life of jazz vocalist Betty 
Carter.
8:00 pm - Holy Cross College Concert: More Jazz with Mike Monaghan and Friends, Hogan 
Campus Center Ballroom, Free.
8:00 pm - Soccomm’s Two Towers After Hours Presents: W PI Jazz Ensemble, Gompei’s 
Place, Free.
Friday, February 10, 1989
8:30 pm - Spectrum/Concert Series presents: Jazz Guitarist Stanley Jordan, Harrington 
Auditorium, Free w/ W PI ID, $4.00 advance, $5.00 at the door for general public. 
Tickets are now being sold at the Ben Franklin Bookstore in Worcester and at the 
Daniels Hall Ticket Booth.
Saturday, February 11, 1989
7:00 pm - Holy Cross College Film : “ Pixote” , Kimball Theater, $1.20 w/ ID.
8:00 pm - Midnight - Panhel: Valentines Dance, Mechanics Hall.
Sunday, February 12, 1989
3:00 pm - Holy Cross College - Organ Concert : David Boe, St. Joseph Memorial Chapel, 
Free.
6:30 & 9:30 pm - Film: “ Young Guns” , Kinnicutt Hall, $2.00
Monday, February 13, 1989
3:45 & 7:00 pm - Holy Cross College - Fine Arts Series : “ Barefoot in the Park” , Hogan 
Campus Center, Room 519, free.
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